Lesson Review – PAN6

Can you play the SHELL for each of the 12 MAJOR 7 keys?

Can you see the 7th quickly in all keys away from the piano?

Can you see the 5th quickly in all keys away from the piano?

Can you see the 3rd quickly in all keys away from the piano?

IMPORTANT TIP: Try to put these to memory not relying on seeing shapes to locate them on piano. MUST see the 1 3 5 7 in all keys clearly to function on this page.

Can you play ROOT 5th to octave in ALL KEYS LH only?

Can you play ROOT 5th octave in LH while playing any chord tone in RH for the entire bar.

Can you play ROOT 5th octave in LH while playing dotted half to quarter note rhythm using same chord tone selection?

Can you do above step changing the chord tone for the quarter note?

Can you play 1 5 7 through all keys? LH alone first then RH place in whole note chord tone then dotted half to quarter note?

Can you play 1 5 10 through all keys? (same levels as above)

Can you play 1 7 10 through all keys? (same levels as above)

*Remember RH Improvisation can be adjusted to fit your level of playing.